
Slovenian National Mathematical Olympiad 1998

Final Round

1-st Grade

1. Find all integersx andy which satisfy the equationxy = 20−3x + y.

2. A four-digit number has the property that the units digit equals the tens digit
increased by 1, the hundreds digit equals twice the tens digit, and the thousands
digit is at least twice the units. Determine this four-digitnumber, knowing that
it is twice a prime number.

3. A pointE on sideCD of a rectangleABCD is such that△DBE is isosceles and
△ABE is right-angled. Find the ratio between the side lengths of the rectangle.

4. In the lower-left 3×3 square of an 8×8 chessboard there are nine pawns. Every
pawn can jump horizontally or vertically over a neighboringpawn to the cell
across it if that cell is free. Is it possible to arrange the nine pawns in the upper-
left 3×3 square of the chessboard using finitely many such moves?

2-nd Grade

1. Find all positive integersn that are equal to the sum of digits ofn2.

2. Find all pairs(p,q) of real numbers such thatp + q = 1998 and the solutions of
the equationx2 + px + q = 0 are integers.

3. A point A is outside a circleK with centerO. Line AO intersects the circle at
B andC, and a tangent throughA touches the circle inD. Let E be an arbitrary
point on the lineBD such thatD lies betweenB andE. The circumcircle of the
triangleDCE meets lineAO atC andF and lineAD at D andG. Prove that the
linesBD andFG are parallel.

4. Two players play the following game starting with one pileof at least two stones.
A player in turn chooses one of the piles and divides it into two or three nonempty
piles. The player who cannot make a legal move loses the game.Which player
has a winning strategy?

3-rd Grade

1. Show that for any integtera, the number
a5

5
+

a3

3
+

7a
15

is an integer.

2. Find all polynomialsp with real coefficients such that for all realx

(x−8)p(2x) = 8(x−1)p(x).
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3. A rectangleABCD with AB > AD is given. The circle with centerB and radius
AB intersects the lineCD at E andF .

(a) Prove that the circumcircle of triangleEBF is tangent to the circle with
diameterAD. Denote the tangency point byG.

(b) Prove that the pointsD,G, andB are collinear.

4. Alf was attending an eight-year elementary school on Melmac. At the end of
each schoolyear he showed the certificate to his father. If hewas promoted, his
father gave him the number of cats equal to Alf’s age times thenumber of the
grade he passed. During the elementary education Alf failedone grade and had
to repeat it. When he finished elementary education he found out that the total
number of cats he had received was divisible by 1998. Which grade did Alf fail?

4-th Grade

1. Let n be a positive integer. If number 1998 is written in basen, a three-digit
number with the sum of digits equal to 24 is obtained. Find allpossible values
of n.

2. Find all functionsf : R → R satisfying

f (x)+ x f (1− x) = x2 +1 for all x ∈ R.

3. In a right-angled triangleABC with the hypotenuseBC, D is the foot of the
altitude fromA. The line through the incenters of the trianglesABD andADC
intersects the legs of△ABC at E andF. Prove thatA is the circumcenter of
triangleDEF.

4. On every square of a chessboard there
are as many grains as shown on the pic-
ture. Starting from an arbitrary square,
a knight starts a journey over the chess-
board. After every move it eats up all
the grains from the square it arrived to,
but when it leaves, the same number of
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grains is put back on the square. After some time the knight returns to its initial
square. Prove that the total number of grains the knight has eaten up during the
journey is divisible by 3.
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